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Here is how I structured this book. Part 1 introduces the prob-
lem—the epidemic, we could say without exaggeration—of 
patients losing far more than their fair share of medical malprac-
tice trials. I discuss how plaintifs’ attorneys can improve their 
chances by using the Rules of the Road techniques and fram-
ing their cases to it core values and beliefs of average Americans 
about the health-care system and the medical profession. he 
ideas in this introduction come from my own work and that of 
some of the most successful plaintifs’ attorneys in the country, 
members of the Inner Circle of Advocates.

Parts 2, 3, and 4 give extended examples of how Rick 
Friedman and I have achieved success using the Rules of the Road 
and related techniques in three of our own trials. Part 2 features 
the case of Wood v. Tzeng, one of my surgical malpractice cases. I 
include the opening and closing statements, the direct examina-
tion (and voir dire cross-examination) of the plaintif’s expert, 
the cross-examination of the defendant surgeon, and the cross-
examination of the defendant’s two surgical experts.

Next, in part 3, is Jameson v. Lewis, a birth-injury case that 
Rick Friedman tried until his adverse examination of the defendant 
brought a mid-trial settlement. Excerpted in this book are the voir 
dire, showing how Rick explored Rules of the Road ideas with poten-
tial jurors, the opening statement, and the defendant’s examination.

Part 4 sets out another case of mine, Semsker v. Lockshin, 
a delayed diagnosis cancer case against a dermatologist and a 
family practitioner. heir patient died from what is known in 
medicine as a “handof error,” a miscommunication between a 
specialist and a primary-care doctor. I include both defendants’ 
adverse examinations and the direct examination of the plain-
tif’s experts in dermatology and primary care (showing how I 
explained Rules of the Road for each defendant with both the 
experts and the defendants on the stand) as well as opening and 
closing statements.
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In all three trial transcript sections of this book, Rick and I 
give commentaries to explain our tactics and strategies at each of 
the crucial steps in these trials. You’ll see our thoughts and ideas 
appear throughout the transcripts:

[Text like this shows what we were thinking, either at the time or in hind-
sight, to help interpret the trial for you.]

he trials featured in this book went reasonably well, but we 
do not hold them up as unalloyed triumphs. You will see plenty 
of missteps and stumbles. When we wish in hindsight that we 
had done something diferently, we try to point that out and 
explain why. If failure is a better teacher than success, we’ve cer-
tainly had occasion to be taught much. In the Semsker case, for 
example, we won a policy-limits settlement with the internist 
defendant just before closing argument, and then won a verdict 
against a secondary dermatologist defendant, but the jury voted 
against us on our main case against the primary dermatologist. 
We give our thoughts on why this happened at the end of part 4.

Part 5 of the book explores the nuts and bolts of malpractice 
advocacy from client and case selection through trial preparation. 
You will ind advice from leading malpractice attorneys around 
the country on critical aspects of winning these diicult and 
demanding, but very satisfying, cases.

I close the book with a inal thought and then with some sug-
gested reading completely unrelated to medical malpractice, but quite 
interesting for any student of how people make important decisions.

—Patrick Malone


